
how much
does a bag

of groceries
cost?

design with a human approach



it depends 
on what  
you put in 
the bag.

The dreaded question from the client is one that has no real 

answer. “How much is this going to cost?” My answer has always 

been the same. “How much is a bag of groceries? It all depends 

on what you put in the bag.

Do you want peanut butter and crackers or some nice selections 

of fruit, grains, meat, fish or vegetables?

Design is food for the mind. Make a meal out of it.



make healthy choices and

your design will taste better.

In a corporate environment based on instant gratification,  

scientific marginalization, creative posturing and greed, the 

message of people and their concerns is not always foremost.

Design for print, like any other creative pursuit, has the  

benefit of having human interaction and expression at its core. 

The interaction is not unlike a meal with friends. Preparation of  

the meal requires time and skill to get the right ingredients; 

very similar to the information gathering and research required 

to create. The level of communication needed to achieve any 

creative message requires more than a problem / solution result. 

Many levels of cooperation establishes a relationship that allows 

all members at the table to enjoy the feast and bond with it’s 

preparation.

Design is food for the mind. Make a meal out of it.



“Opie, you haven’t finished 
 your milk. We can’t put it 
 back in the cow, you know.”

- Beatrice Taylor

The Client Interview

The first food we all knew as infants is milk.

Milk is the most basic form of nutrition. Use that model to get to 

the core with the client. Develop a relationship that establishes 

the kind of trust one would enjoy only from a neighborly chat. 

Take the time to know about them, their family, their interests, their 

business and objectives. Don’t even discuss the project or the 

scope at the first meeting. Instead, discuss what’s important to 

them. What motivates them. What inspires them. That trust will go 

much further than any award-winning portfolio or reputation.

Milk is a reservoir of nutrients and 
thus it becomes of prime 

importance to consume it on a 
daily basis, so that the body gets 

the essential nutrients required 
by the body. Well, nothing in this 

world is perfect, same holds 
true for milk too. But taking into 

consideration milk nutrition facts, 
it can definitely be said that milk is  

next to perfect food.

iloveindia.com



“I judge a restaurant by the  
 bread and by the coffee.” 

- Burt Lancaster

The Pitch

The significance of bread has a global reach.

Religious, cultural, ethnic and national identities have a relationship 

with bread. What kind of bread do you offer? Is it sweet? Is it tart? 

Is it fancy? When selling what you offer, no matter how elegant 

and distinguished it is, nothing can beat the basic flavor of the 

bread you serve. Any meal can be saved or destroyed by bread. 

To some it’s an appetizer. To others it’s the meal itself. Never 

underestimate the importance of the bread you serve and how 

your present it and how fresh it is.

In general, bread has been 
around for centuries. Experts 
believe that its origins started 

nearly 12,000 years ago. As 
one of the oldest prepared 

foods, bread is dating back 
to the Neolithic era. The 

first breads produced were 
probably cooked versions of a 

grain-paste, made from ground 
cereal grains and water and 
shaped into loaves that were 

laid on heated stones or baked 
by covering with hot ash.

ezinearticles.com



“Tea is instant wisdom - 
  just add water!”

- Astrid Alauda

Creative Brief, or a Good Flavor?

Tea has many flavors. Find the flavor that fits. 

The creative or design brief is a road map for a shared journey 

and discovery. The designer has the experience and the 

packaged flavor. The skills to create are a dormant flavor are 

awaiting a challenge. The client provides the moisture and 

incentive to allow the blend to mix and infuse the collaboration. 

Independently the elements of blend and water carry little 

interest until saturated in a common expression. Allow that 

mixture to occur and to be present in the road map. Both 

need to enjoy the wisdom they have become a part of.

You can brew more than 200 cups 
of tea from one pound of loose tea 
leaves. That works out to less than 

ten cents a cup for quality tea brewed 
at home, even adding in the cost of 

heating the hot water. Tea’s low cost is 
a big reason why it’s the second most 

popular beverage throughout the world 
— second only to plain water. 

teammuseum.org



“You really need to clean up  
 and shave. No one will ever 
 take you seriously.” 

Do Your Homework.

Don’t take anything at face value. Research.

To see a kiwi for the first time is to view a fuzzy and 

unappealing little ball. To open and taste one is a sweet 

surprise. A level of scrutiny is natural for anyone, but to allow 

a fresh perspective to overtake a tendency in favor of higher 

level of reasoning is far more human. Instinct is for animals. 

Reason with the facts and find something true and real.



“Nine out of ten people like 
 chocolate. The tenth person 
 always lies.”

The Demographic - Not Really.

Find the one thing that everyone can agree on.

To say the sky is blue is obvious. To say the sky is cobalt 

blue is based on a perspective. It’s not really what the facts 

say, but what the people feel that’s important. Disregard 

the psychographics and buying tendencies and the target 

market terminology that is insulting. Place importance on 

the people and the emotion that inspire them. Finding 

the sweet spot will always advance the message.

Emperor Montezuma of Mexico partook a 
Chocolate drink before entering his harem.  
This gave rise to the notion of Chocolate  
having aphrodisiac properties. The Italian 
adventurer Giacomo Casanova was another 
fellow who subscribed to this notion. There is 
some truth to the idea though, since Chocolate 
contains hundreds of chemicals including the 
feel-good stimulants - Caffeine, Theobromine, 
and Phenyethylamine.

buzzle.com



“Talent without discipline  
 is like an octopus on roller
 skates.” 

The Design

Design for the need, not for the design.

The challenge of a designer is to balance the quality of 

the art against the needs of the message. The respect 

of peers and colleagues is an attractive notion. No one 

wants to design common fish, they would rather design 

an exotic eel or an octopus. Neither respect or the 

design is as critical as the message. An “a-ha” moment 

helps promote the message but doesn’t deliver it. 

The octopus is a fascinating creature. 
Since it spends most of its time on the 
ocean floors, the octopus “facts” are 
actually more mythical; exaggerated 
to provide content for the movies. In 
truth, they are quiet creatures; feeding, 
dodging predators and laying eggs 
before they die; leaving a legacy of 
mystery for the next generation.

ezinearticle.com



“Salsa is free, but the 
 Guacamole is extra.”

The Promise of Guacamole

Lead the message but don’t lie about it.

A bait and switch is the quickest way to loose opportunity 

to design again for someone. Talking up the work or talking 

around obvious issues is not respectful of the message and 

partner you are working with. If it can’t be done - say that. If it 

shouldn’t be done - say that. When little is said in terms of the 

meat of the project - promises come into play. Design by way 

of indication or promises will never live up to the expectations. 



“I learned the first night  
 that IHOP’s not the place 
 to order fish.” 

- Larry David

The Message

Protein is better than carbs.

Human beings need protein to live. Unlike fats and carbs, protein 

isn’t stored in the body, it is timely. Some messages will store well 

and maintain an identity through life, but the messages that are 

consumed upon the serving are the most memorable and give 

the quickest response.



“The key to everything is 
 patience. You get the  
 chicken by hatching the 
 egg, not by smashing it.” 

Arnold H. Glasow

There’s always one

Respect the one that says no.

How do we handle the problem client? Don’t dismiss 

their concern and regard their perspective as uneducated. It  

can be a challenge to be understanding and accommodating 

with an unreasonable response. Earlier introductions and 

collaborations should hopefully reveal any potential fragile 

moments, but there’s always a chance that it might not. If attempts 

to understand the concern and perspective of the partner have 

failed. Don’t argue., listen. If that doesn’t help, walk away.

The color of the egg shell is not related to quality, 
nutrients, flavour, or cooking characteris-
tics. White shelled eggs are produced 
by hens with white feathers and 
white ear lobes. Brown shelled 
eggs are produced by hens with red 
feathers and red ear lobes. Brown 
egg layers usually are slightly larger 
and require more food, thus brown 
eggs usually cost more than white eggs. 

didyouknow.org



make the meal 
and invite 

the guests.

If the time is taken to get the know the guests, find out what they 

like, get the freshest ingredients, place a concerned effort in the 

preparation and presentation, the meal will be a good one.

Tell a story.

Find a basic human hunger and fulfill it.

Inspire. of course,
dont forget 
the spirits.



design glossary

A “few” terms need to be reconsidered.

Client

A partner and associate of the creative message that provides 

the resources and challenge.

Target / Demographic

The viewer / responder of the message.

Brief / Strategy

A creative road map for the journey.

Brand

The level of trust in the message.

ROI

Level of response from the message.

 created daniel anguiano
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